
Chapter 5

Basic Concepts of a Complex Spatial System

Abstract The landscape is holistic, which is also referred to as ‘the whole is more

than the sum of its composing parts’, and is related to the German concept of the

Gestalt. Human perception also works by holistic Gestalt-principles and will be

discussed in a separate chapter. The holistic principle means that the structural

context of the composing elements defines their actual meaning in the whole and

the relationships between the elements. System-theoretical models for landscapes

introduced the concepts of holons and ecodevices as hierarchically structured

building blocks of the landscape. Consequentially, context and scale are important

factors in studying the landscape. Scale has different meanings according to the

context it is used in and thus confusion is possible. Scale defines the hierarchical

structure and the way features of the landscape can be represented on maps. To

simplify data collection and to reduce the complexity of the landscape composition

and configuration, landscapes are often decomposed in thematic layers. The com-

bination of the thematic properties defines the landscape type that characterizes an

area. The transition between landscape types and regions can result in crisp or fuzzy

borders. Sometimes the transition zones form gradients and ecotones, which if large

enough become landscape units themselves.

Keywords Holism • Gestalt • Scale • Heterogeneity • Palimpsest • Pattern and

process • Connectivity

5.1 Introduction

The landscape as a complex spatial system is characterised by some specific

concepts. Holism is the most basic of them and gives the fundament to the

hierarchical system of landscape and its composition and configuration by holons.

Landscape is a spatial system that is scale dependent. Also scale is a complex

concept with multiple meanings and defines landscape heterogeneity and diversity,

as well as the meaning of the borders between landscape components. The distinc-

tion between components that consist of discrete objects and the ones that are

continuous phenomena is fundamental. To reduce the complexity, landscape can be

conceived as consisting of different thematic layers that each should be studied by

proper methods.
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Holism forms also the basis of landscape character, identity and diversity

through its relation to Gestalt-principles, which are fundamental to our perception

of the landscape, and which will be discussed more in details in the next chapter.

5.2 Holism

The expression “Landschaft ist der Totalcharakter einer Erdgegend” (‘landscape is
the total character of a region’) was attributed (but not proven) to Alexander von

Humboldt (Hard 1970; Zonneveld 1995; Küster 2008). The Totalcharakter fits well
in the Gestalt concept and holism. Although Alexander von Humboldt did not use

the concepts holism and Gestalt and refers to landscape mostly as scenery, he was

the first to demonstrate that nature forms a whole interacting system and that ‘the
whole is more than its composing parts’ (von Humboldt 1807; Wulf 2015).

Holism is a philosophical principle that was introduced by the South African

statesman Jan Smuts in his book Holism and Evolution (Smuts 1926), defining

holism as the “tendency in nature to form wholes that are greater than the sum of the

parts through creative evolution.” He refers to the hierarchical organisation and

structure of the cosmos, as it also shown in the evolution theory (Zonneveld 1995).

The holistic principle is commonly described as ‘the whole is more than the sum of

its composing parts’. The German concept is Gestalt (Fig. 5.1). Gestalt-psychology
studies also the human perception and learning processes, which both are signifi-

cant in understanding how humans perceive the landscape (see Chap. 6). Generally,

we first discern wholes, as forms or patterns without details, to which we assign

immediately a meaning or eventually identify. It is what happens when we see a

person from a distance and his figure, posture, way of walking etc. allows us to

identify him. Only during successive observations, details become apparent. When

no immediate identification is possible, we may feel uneasy, uncertain. Then the

brain will attempt to find alternative meanings to reduce that uncertainty and this

process continues until a satisfactory meaning or identification is obtained. This

may cause ambiguous interpretations, which also show our ability to switch alter-

natively and mentally foreground and background to find other solutions.

Perceiving the landscape as a Gestalt means that our ‘natural’ experience of

landscape is holistic. This is obvious in artistic representations, in studies on

landscape aesthetics, perception and preference, as well as when considering

landscape as a social construct. In landscape architecture, planning and heritage

conservation, often the term ensemble is used to denote holistic entities. These

aspects will be elaborated more deeply in following chapters.

However, holism in the sense that ‘the whole is more than the sum of the

composing parts’ poses a paradox. In principle, it is not possible to reconstruct

the ‘whole’ from a detailed analysis of all its parts and the ‘more than’ will always
be missing. Also, it is unlikely that everything can be studied to approach the

‘whole’ as complete as possible. This was the main criticism from the exact

sciences and the argument to reject the holistic idea and to promote instead a
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reductionist and experimental approach. As a consequence, the approach to land-

scape analysis in natural sciences became reductionist, while in social sciences it

remained more perception-oriented and phenomenological. Anyhow, both

approaches studied different aspects of the landscape, and none the ‘whole’.
Theoretically, holism remains an important principle, which regained signifi-

cance with the development of systems theory in ecology. System-theoretical

models for landscapes were formulated, such as the one by Jan Zonneveld

(1985), who sees the landscape as an organised open ecosystem of interdependent

components (Fig. 5.2).

An important concept is a holon. Zev Naveh and Arthur Liebermann (1994)

developed this concept in the landscape context, fitting it in a multi-scale hierar-

chical structure of the Total Human Ecosystem (THE) (Fig. 5.3). Holons are seen as

subsystems having a certain degree of freedom in functioning, thus are more or less

autonomous. Each holon can consist of holons of a lower level and can be

embedded in holons higher in the hierarchy.

Holism and holons can easily be understood when referring to the human body.

The body is also composed of interacting subsystems working more or less auton-

omously, such as the digestive system, the cardiovascular system, the movement

system, each of the senses, etc. Each of them can be studied using special methods

but is improbable that merging all this knowledge will result in a complete

understanding of a person. Similarly, each individual fits as a holon in larger social

systems, as family, community, culture and nation.

The concept of a hierarchically organised system of holons helps to overcome

the holistic paradox. To understand a holon in a comprehensive way, it is not

necessary trying to analyse and understand everything, but only the significant

context of the holon at the appropriate scale. Thus, scale and context are essential

variables to set the conditions for the landscape analysis (Fig. 5.4). In the example

of the human body, one could say that the ophthalmologist will look at the eye and

Fig. 5.1 Example of a

Gestalt. Our mind always

attempts to give some

meaning to the observed

pattern, which may lead to

the interpretation of

different realities
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the whole context that relates to its functioning, but it is unlikely that he needs

information about the digestive system to make an adequate diagnosis.

Understanding how landscapes function and how they developed, demands a

multiscale approach by which the overall complexity is reduced at the appropriate

level. It is what Richard Dawkins (1996) calls “hierarchical reductionism”. Forman

and Godron (1986) refer to the approach as “shuttle analysis”, zooming in from

space to the smallest element in the landscape, thus revealing stepwise the details

necessary to understand.

Fig. 5.2 The landscape as an open system. The circles represent the components of the landscape.

Primary components are the substrate (S), which consists of the geology and landform, the climate

(C), and humans (M). These components get external input by the energy of the sun (E1), the heat

of the Earth (E2) and knowledge and information (E3). The primary components determine the

functioning of the secondary components: plants (P), animals (A), soil (S), air (O) and water (W).

All components are mutually interdependent. They can be grouped in three spheres with increasing

complexity: the abiotic sphere, the biosphere and the noetic sphere (Model of J. Zonneveld 1985)

Fig. 5.3 The Total Human
Ecosystem (THE):

application of the holon

concept in the hierarchy in

ecology (After Naveh and

Liebermann 1994)
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Ies Zonneveld (1995) considered the land units, defined in land evaluation and

landscape classification, as holons and regarded these as complex, hierarchical

wholes. At the initial stage of a study, these can be considered as ‘black boxes’,
meaning they still are ‘opaque’ to us as far as internal processes are concerned.

Nevertheless, they allow us to describe and order rapidly the complex variation in

the landscape. Our ‘natural’ ability to recognise, name and classified such Gestalt-

entities “follows millennia-old wisdom, derived from common practices of

pre-technological land users like hunters, farmers, and herdsmen who invented

this principle at the dawn of humanity’s struggle for life in the landscape. A

major testimony to this is the wealth of information represented by the ecologically

inspired land toponyms.” (Zonneveld 1995).

The following example of a multiscale landscape analysis of the Grande Brière

marshland (Western France) demonstrates the principle of hierarchical reduction-

ism (Fig. 5.5). The analysis uses three scales (Fig. 5.4) and zooms in from the small

reconnaissance scale showing the whole region, to the scale of individual objects

and elements. Scale 1 shows two main holons: the swamp and the islands with

settlements. Scale 2 zooms in on one of the settlements revealing its internal

structure and composition. Scale 3 looks at the elements that characterise the

landscape. The typical elements and selected village are used to construct the

settlement model for the area. An adequate understanding of the whole landscape

system can be achieved without having to study all settlements in detail.

The second example analysis one of the landscape types on the island Lanzarote

and illustrates the holon concept as an ecodevice, which was used to create a unique

cultural landscape (Antrop 2006). It also demonstrates that not only ecological

knowledge is necessary to understand the creation of this landscape, but also the

societal, political and economic context is essential.

Fig. 5.4 Hierarchy of holons: holons are open systems that have a certain freedom and autonomy;

they can be part of larger holons and can consist of smaller holons. The whole forms a hierarchical

structure. Each holon has its proper scale and context, which become essential variables to study

the holon in a comprehensive way. Scales and letters refer to the entities in the example of the

Grande Brière (Fig. 5.5)
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Fig. 5.5 The hierarchical structure of landscape holons is particularly apparent in aerial photo-

graphs as in this example of the Grande Brière (France). (1) Scale 1: in the vast swamp covered

with reeds, sandy outcrops form islands suitable for settling. The Île de Fédrun is a holon that can

be used as a model for all settlements in the region. (2) Scale 2: the village Fédrun forms an outer

ring on the edge of the island. Fields occur at the highest central part (x). The outer fringe ( y)

consists of gardens and orchards stretching to surrounding water channels, forming a natural

windscreen. Scale 3: each house has its own pier and the water channels are the main transport

ways in the marshland (a). Traditionally the villagers subsisted from eel fishing and reed cutting

(b, c). The low, traditional loam houses have reed roofs and the typical architecture (d) contributes
to the local identity of the place. ((1) Google Earth, photos (2–5) M. Antrop 2006))
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Lanzarote is an active volcanic island of the Canaries (Spain) and recent lava and

ash fields cover most of the land. The climate is subtropical with almost no rainfall

and a continuous, dry north-eastern trade wind. Consequently, the island has almost

no tree cover and agriculture is difficult. La Geria is a wine-producing valley

between volcanic cones and is covered by black volcanic ashes (tefra) and lapilli.

Somehow, people did not leave the unfriendly environment and transformed this

pristine natural landscape in the eighteenth century into the main production area of

the sweet malvasia wine. Several, enchaining events determined this history.

From 1730 to 1736 a series of violent volcanic eruptions produced 32 new

volcanoes and lava covered a quarter of the island’s surface, including the most

fertile soils and eleven villages (Borisch 2007). People began to give up hope and

many migrated. Fearing that an abandoned island could become lost for the crown,

king Philipp V issued a decree forbidding leaving the island on penalty of death.

The ‘stay or die’ rule forced the farmers to find solutions to regain arable land. The

initial solution was to dig pits in the volcanic ashes to recover the fertile soil. Soon

they discovered that the mixture of volcanic ashes with the original sandy soil

improved its fertility and that plants in the pits grew better as they were protected

from the wind. This technique of making artificial soil is called enarenado artificial
and soon became popular over the whole island.

The choice for the sweet wine can also be explained by the historical context.

Sweet wines, such as the Portuguese Port and Madeira, were very appreciated in

Britain that was then a political world power. During the Napoleonic Wars

(1806–1814) and the Continental Blockade, the Canaries were a free trade zone.

Therefore, the farmers of Lanzarote found it profitable to fill in the market and

started to produce malvasia wine transforming the volcanic landscape of La Geria

into a vineyard. Thus, they dug ten thousands of small pits in the ashes to reach the

soil beneath and planted in each one vine. To protect the plant from the drying wind,

they built open stone walls along the north-eastern edge of the pit. The open

construction acted as a windbreak, reducing the wind speed and avoiding turbu-

lence in the pit. The whole system is oriented to capture the solar energy most

effectively. During the day, the black volcanic soil is heated intensively, but cools

rapidly after sunset. The volcanic lapilli are highly hygroscopic and absorb mois-

ture from the air during the night, which is collected by the plant at the bottom by

gravity. Each pit is an artificial ecodevice and repeating it thousands of times over

the whole area created a unique, sustainable cultural landscape with a pronounced

identity.

This technique of enarenado artificial, making artificial soil, also known as

‘lithic mulching agriculture’, was so successful that it was applied all over the

island in various forms and with a multifunctional use of the fields having different

crops. The unique combination of nature and sustainable agriculture was one of the

factors to designate Lanzarote as a World Biosphere Reserve (Fig. 5.6).

Van Wirdum (1981) applied the holon concept on the water regulation in the

Dutch polder system but called it an ecodevice (Fig. 5.7). It is a functional

interpretation of holons and joins the more recent concept of ecosystem services

(see also Chap. 4).
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Fig. 5.6 The wine region La Geria on the island of Lanzarote. (1) La Geria forms a valley between

volcanic cones and is covered by black volcanic ashes (tefra) and lapilli. (2) To recover arable land

after the volcanic eruption, farmers dug ten thousands of small pits (a) in the ashes (d ) to reach the
soil beneath and planted in each one vine (b). (3) To protect the plant from the drying trade winds,

they built open stone walls along the north-eastern edge of the pit (c and 4). These windbreaks

reduce the wind speed and avoid turbulence in the pit. The whole system is oriented so the solar

energy is captured most effectively. During the day, the black volcanic soil is heated intensively

but cools rapidly after sunset. The volcanic lapilli is highly hygroscopic and absorb moisture from

the air during the night, which is collected by the plant at the bottom by gravity. This technique of

enarenado artificial is nowadays applied all over the island in various forms and with a

multifunctional use of the fields having different crops (4) (Photographs M. Antrop 2009)

Fig. 5.7 The ecodevice is a holon model of an ecosystem controlled by a series of functions. It is

an open subsystem and has an input (source) and output (sink). The ecodevice is controlled by for

functions: supply, resistance, disposal and retention. The balance between these functions keeps

the ecodevice between critical thresholds (minimum, maximum; carrying capacity) that define its

survival (After van Wirdum 1981)
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5.3 Scale and Heterogeneity

5.3.1 A Source of Conceptual Confusion

The word scale acquired different meanings according to the discipline and context

it is used in. In geography and cartography, the scale is the ratio between the

represented length on a map or photo and the real length on the terrain. Thus, a

small scale map (i.e. 1: 100,000) has a large extent covering a large area, but shows

little detail. A large scale map (i.e. 1: 5000) has a small extent and covers a small

area, but shows many details at their accurate position and with high precision.

Other disciplines, in particular in planning and policy use scale in the opposite

meaning. A large-scale project means an extensive one, covering possibly a large

area. To represent it as a whole, a small-scale map will be used. Here scale means

the geographical scope. Similarly, small-scale projects refer to projects with a small

extent. Confusion can be avoided by speaking of a fine or detailed scale and a coarse

scale.

Clearly the scale concept consists of two components: (1) the degree of detail of

the representation, and (2) the extent of the representation. This concerns the spatial

scale as well as the temporal scale and scale of organisation and management

(Agarwal et al. 2002) (Table 5.1).

5.3.2 The Spatial Scale

The cartographic meaning of scale dates from the printed maps and is basically

static and categorical. With digital mapping and new visualisation techniques, scale

became dynamic and continuous. Zooming in and out became a standard procedure

in exploring landscapes as represented on maps and imagery. The limiting factor is

the resolution. In landscape research in general, and in landscape ecology in

particular, scale properties became important explanatory variables in the analysis

of landscape patterns and processes. In landscape ecology, the concept of scale is

also species dependent (Wiens and Milne 1989).

The spatial scale is defined by the spatial resolution or grain, and the extent or
area covered for the analysis. The grain does not necessary correspond to the

resolution of the documents used; it is the smallest unit of observation which is

chosen for the intended analysis. An aerial photograph may have a spatial

Table 5.1 Dimensions of the scale concept

Application domain Degree of detail Size-extent

Spatial (geometric) Resolution, grain Extent

Temporal Time interval Duration

Organisation and planning Actor, ‘agent’ Domain
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resolution of less than 1 m, the smallest observation unit can be 1 ha or even a field.

However, the grain cannot be finer and more detailed than the spatial resolution of

the base document. For analogue maps and vector maps a grain corresponds to the

Minimum Mapping Unit (MMU). For example, for CORINE Land Cover, the

MMU is 25 ha.

The scale becomes a variable that determines the observation of the landscape

and this has important consequences. Many properties of the landscape are scale-

dependent, such as diversity, heterogeneity and the correlation between the

components.

5.3.3 The Temporal/Time Scale

Studying temporal changes demands observations on successive times that can be

compared. The interval between observations is equivalent to the grain. Two
editions of maps or aerial photographs representing the situation at a 10 year

interval for example, show the global and cumulated changes between the year Y

and Y + 10 but not the duration of the individual changes, nor changes that can be

reversed. Typical examples are deforestation-reforestation within the time interval.

The duration is equivalent to the extent and encompasses the time period of

investigation, for example from 1700 to 2012 (see also Chap. 7).

5.3.4 The Organisation and Planning Scale

The lowest level of decision-making lies with the individual. The complexity of the

decision-making increases with the number of actors involved. Different levels of

organisation in the process of decision-making can be recognised and actors are

sometimes referred to as agents. The domain of competence of an agent varies

spatially and temporally. In most countries, at least three levels can be recognised:

the national, the regional and local level or scale. Often additional levels exist as

inter-communal and inter-regional co-operations, some which are specific for the

management of landscapes that stretch over several administrative units. Federal

states often have a federal level. Above this lies the international level and also here

some hierarchy and differences in competences can be found (see also Chap. 12).

5.3.5 Landscape Heterogeneity Is Scale Dependent

When looking at the landscape from a distance, the field of view, degree of detail

and heterogeneity depend on the distance of the observation, thus upon the scale.

When the observation distance increases, the field of view and the extent of the
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landscape viewed increases, while the degree of detail decrease. Heterogeneity

changes when zooming in and out. Forman and Godron (1986) studied this using a

technique they called the ‘shuttle analysis’, and made the distinction between

landscapes with micro and macro heterogeneity.

Landscape heterogeneity is fundamental in understanding the interaction

between landscape structure and ecological processes and human activities. It is

related to concepts such as fragmentation, complexity, diversity, coherence and

order. It influences biodiversity (Fahrig et al. 2011; Katayama et al. 2014) and

landscape ecosystem services (Turner et al. 2013). Landscape diversity is consid-

ered a distinctive feature of the identity or regions (Stanners and Bourdeau 1995).

Many methods were developed to quantify spatial heterogeneity (Li and Reynolds

1995; Garrigues et al. 2006; Mander et al. 2010) (see Chap. 8).

5.4 Discrete Objects and Continuous Phenomena

A landscape consists of discrete objects, such as buildings, trees, and of continuous

phenomena, such as land form and soils. Discrete objects are often referred to as

landscape elements, while the continuous features are called components. They
show a great variety and have many functions. Consequently, they can be coded,

modelled and mapped in several ways (see also Chap. 8).

Discrete spatial observations can result also from sampling continuous phenom-

ena, which can then be modelled into continuous geographical surfaces (Unwin

1981) or fields (Longley et al. 2001), representing one or several variables. Geo-

graphical surfaces are often visualized as isopleth maps. Digital elevation models

(DEM) or digital terrain models (DTM) have become common representations of

the topographical surface.

Spatial sampling is scale dependent. For instance, the distance between the

observations (lag) is important to understand the spatial autocorrelation between

the measurements. Spatial autocorrelation influences landscape heterogeneity

(Forman and Godron 1986; Burel and Baudry 2003) and the coherence and frag-

mentation of landscape patterns (Mander et al. 2010).

Discrete values can also be assigned to spatial units represented by polygons on a

map. This technique is used in the construction of choropleth maps. Often admin-

istrative units such as municipalities or census tracts are used, but also geometric

patterns such as quadrants and grids with a regular tessellation of squares can be

used. For example, the percentages of different land use categories can be assigned

to each square kilometre grid, to be used in defining the landscape type for each cell.
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5.5 Landscape in Layers

Although we perceive the landscape in a holistic way, we also instantly discern

differences in its composition. Differences in shape, size and colour characterise

different kinds of features. Intuitively these are grouped in themes, which receive

different degrees of attention according to the intention and background of the

observer. This way of ordering mainly reduces the complexity.

Geographers adopted a method to decompose the landscape in superimposing

layers of different kinds of features. Each of these can be mapped and described

more easily using the most appropriate data and methods. This resulted in the

parametric approach in landscape evaluation and in the thematic map overlaying

in GIS-analysis (see also Chap. 10).

The features in the different landscape layers are often studied by different

disciplines. For example, landform is the domain of geologists and geomorpholo-

gists, land cover the one of botanists and ecologists, and human settlements belong

to the domain of historical geographers. The landscape-in-layers perspective stim-

ulates highly specialised, reductionist approaches and causes loss of synthesis and

holistic perspective (Fig. 5.8).

5.6 The Map Is Not the Landscape, Nor Is Its
Representation

The Polish-American scientist and philosopher Alfred Korzybski (1933) noted that

many people do confuse maps with territories, hence his expression “the map is not

the territory”. He used this to illustrate that an abstraction derived from something

tangible, or a reaction to it, is not the thing itself. The same holds for maps and

landscapes, and for all kind of aerial images of landscapes as well. People tend to

confuse models of reality with reality itself. Maps are tools for inventory, analysis

and communication, and the result of the mapmaker’s intention, vision and choices.
Mark Monmonier (2005) called it “selective truth”. Even when the mapmaker has

good intentions, the result can be wrong. Monmonier (2005) formulated it like

“watch out for the well-intended mapmaker who doesn’t understand cartographic

principles yet blindly trusts the equally naive software developer determined to give

the buyer an immediate success experience— default settings are some of the worst

offenders.” Maps have been used also to manipulate and deceive people (Harley

1988). Monmonier (2005) confessed he was inspired by Darrell Huff’s How to Lie
with Statistics (Huff 1954) when writing his How to Lie with Maps (1991, 1996).
Both books should be compulsory literature for landscape researchers reaching out

for techniques of mathematics, statistics and cartography. Olwig (2004) used the

famous painting of the Belgian surrealist René Magritte of a pipe with the subtitle

“Ceci n’est pas une pipe” (“This is not a pipe”) to express the same idea in relation

to all pictorial landscape representations.
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There are several reasons why reading the landscape from maps can be tricky.

First, there is geometry, scale in particular. The geometry of maps is the result of a

cartographic projection at a predefined scale, which defines the codified

Fig. 5.8 Landscape in layers: (0) the landscape synthesized in a block diagram, (1) substrate layer

(geology, soils), (2) landform layer (relief, topography), (3) land cover layer, (4) network layer

(roads, river, etc.), (5) settlement layer (Presented as such, no relations between layers are shown)
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representation of features, using cartographic rules and semiology (Bertin 1983).

The older historical maps and cadastre plans are based on a local reference system

and seldom fit in a general cartographic projection. Hence, their geometry is

distorted and their coverage fragmentary. With the advances in triangulation

since the second half of the sixteenth century, maps became an instrument to define,

administer and control territories and people, and as such an instrument in

constructing space (De Keyzer et al. 2014). Moreover, landowners commissioned

maps for attesting their possessions and for tax purposes, and only features were

mapped that fitted that purpose. Often, features not fitting in the profit of the

landowner were added or omitted, such as disputed land. It is only with the coming

of the national cartographic surveys in the nineteenth century that homogeneous

and geometrically accurate coverage for the whole of a country became available.

Nevertheless, geodetic reference systems still vary between regions and countries,

and also between successive map editions. Since the Second World War map

making is based on aerial photogrammetry and for each edition of a map exists a

simultaneous aerial photo cover, offering a holistic and not interpreted view on

the land.

People not trained in cartography are rarely aware that objects can only be

located accurately and represented in their true size and shape on maps with scale

not smaller than 1: 20,000. To keep the map readable, generalization according to

different rules is applied on smaller scales, causing displacement, selecting and

simplifying objects, smoothing shapes and the use of symbols. (see Chap. 8) Many

landscape features on maps are delineated as objects. In reality, some features have

crisp borders, and others have fuzzy gradients to neighboring features.

With the coming of GIS, maps became more dynamic, multilayered data sets ‘on
demand’. Geometry became universal, scales are not fixed any more, and nor are

semiology and visualization properties (Kraak and Ormeling 2010). Map creation is

now available to the creativity of everyone.

5.7 Borders, Fuzziness, Gradients and Ecotones

Defining landscape entities and the delimitation of regions are old problems in

geography. As spatial units, landscapes and regions do seldom have crisp borders,

rather forms fuzzy transition zones with the adjacent units. An important part of

Gran€o’s work (Gran€o 1922, 1935, 1952) was devoted to solve the problems related

to mapping core landscape types and their transitional borders using cartographic

overlay techniques (see Chap. 10). Recognizing the transition zone as a separate

landscape unit is a matter of its width and the threshold set by the researcher

considering the mapping scale used.

In landscape ecology, edges (ecotones), border transitions and gradients

(ecoclines) receive special attention (Naveh and Lieberman 1994; Forman 1995;

Arnot et al. 2007; McGarigal and Cushman 2005). Fuzzy set theory and fractals

have been used in studying borders in the landscape, with applications in landscape
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ecology (Farina 2012), landscape change (Syrbe 1997; Leyk and Zimmermann

2007), landscape archaeology (Mink et al. 2009; Ďuračiová et al. 2013), in percep-

tion studies (Hägerhall et al. 2004), and in landscape design (Bell 2004).

5.8 Interaction Between Spatial Patterns and Processes

Landscapes are structured by spatial patterns of diverse discrete elements and

variations of continuous features. Similar elements can spatially be clustered or

distributed in a random or regular manner. Patterns of different features can relate

to each other in a functional way and may show spatial association, i.e. they

covariate in space. We perceive and experience this coherence as order. When no

relationships between the different elements can be recognised, or no clear structure

can be identified, we experience the landscape as chaotic. Order stands for func-

tional coherence and processes ruled by causal dependency. Chaos stands for

randomness. Both refer to the degree information that is present to allow us to

understand landscape structures and their functioning (see also Chap. 8).

The importance of the analysis of patterns, spatial association and covariation

between landscape features is based on a fundamental paradigm in landscape

ecology, i.e. the dynamical interaction between spatial structures and the ecological

functioning, as expressed by Forman and Godron (1986):

An endless feedback loop:

Past functioning has produced today’s structure;
Today’s structure produces today’s functioning;
Today’s functioning will produce future structure.

Basically this means that the actual spatial structure controls the actual dynamics

in the landscape, which simultaneously transform the structure into a better-adapted

new one. This also means that a structure that is not functional anymore will

gradually become void and vanish. This process can be observed in all traditional

agricultural and pastoral landscapes where the practices that shaped the landscape

and defined its identity and character became lost. Applied to spatial planning, this

paradigm means that there are two options to change the actual situation into a

planned one: taking structural or functional measures, or both. An example is given

in traffic control and safety: to reduce accidents and speeding one can take struc-

tural measures such as making roundabouts, or take measures that affect the

functioning, such as setting speed limits and raising fines.

The study of spatial landscape patterns and their relationship to ecological

processes and functioning of the landscape became the core business of landscape

ecology (Turner et al. 2003; Wu and Hobbs 2002, Wiens and Moss 1999, Gardner

et al. 1990; Turner 1989, Turner et al. 2001). A great variety of methods and

techniques were developed to study this complex relationship (Burel and Baudry

2003; Turner et al. 2001; Klopatek and Gardner 1999; McGarigal and Marks 1995;

Turner and Gardner 1990; Farina 1998).
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5.9 Connectivity and Connectedness

The fundamental holistic nature of landscape is well expressed in first law of

geography according to Tobler (1970): “Everything is related to everything else,

but near things are more related than distant things.” Relations often mean connec-

tions. Hence, the concepts connectivity and -to a lesser extend- connectedness are

widely used in landscape research in diverse contexts and several methods have

been developed to describe and measure the degree of connectivity (see Chap. 8).

Both concepts became popular in conservation biology and landscape ecology,

using the patch-corridor-matrix-mosaic model to study spatial landscape patterns.

A wide range of literature is available on this subject (Forman and Godron 1986;

Antrop 1988; Baudry and Merriam 1988; Turner and Gardner 1990; Metzger and

Décamps 1997; Burel and Baudry 2003). Merriam (1984) introduced the concept of

landscape connectivity, which he defined as the degree to which the landscape

facilitates or impedes movement of species among resource patches. Baudry and

Merriam (1988) use the term connectedness to refer to the fact that two adjacent

patches of the same type are spatially joined, and use the term connectivity for the
possible movement of an individual of a given species between patches, whether or

not they are spatially connected. However, both concepts were often used without

clear distinction. Therefore, to remove the ambiguity, the concepts of structural and

functional connectivity are used instead (Vogt et al. 2009). Structural connectivity
refers to the physical arrangement of landscape elements, i.e. determines connect-

edness. Functional connectivity refers to the species-specific movement potential

through a landscape. A spatial analysis of the structural connectivity is used to

assess or predict the functional connectivity (Goodwin and Fahrig 2002). However,

measures of structural connectivity often have no link to movement behaviour

(Metzger and Décamps 1997).

However, both concepts are also used in other contexts of landscape analysis.

Networks analysis developed from mathematics and topology and became popular

in geography for the study of hydrographical networks, settlement patterns, in

transportation networks and in the analysis of the visual landscape. In landscape

design and architecture, these concepts refer to visual relations between spaces and

objects. Similar uses are found in landscape archaeology.

In all cases, both concepts have different meanings and sometimes the defini-

tions are vague and generic. Often, in domains without a formal definition of

connectivity, the word is as a synonym for connectedness, while in other disciplines

the difference is important. In modern computer science and information technol-

ogy, both concepts are basic. Here, the common noun form is connectivity, but the

common adjectival form is connected.

Connectivity is a basic concept of graph theory and important in the study of

network flow problems, e.g. in hydrographical networks and in some cases also in

transportation networks.
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Another example of connectivity is found in regular tessellations. Here, the

connectivity describes the number of neighbours accessible from a central tile.

This form is used in space-time geography (see for example Christaller 1933) and

diffusion modelling (see for example Hägerstrand 1967). Examples are found in the

study of territorial patterns of settlements and also in spatial planning for optimiz-

ing service zones and accessibility (see also Chap. 10).

5.10 Multifunctionality

A consequence of the holistic nature of landscape is the multifunctional potential of

the land. This is most clearly expressed by the multiple ecosystem services of the

landscape, in complex land use forms and in rights in using the land. Although the

term ‘multifunctionality’ was not used as such, the principle was present in many

traditional land use systems, such as many agro-pastoral systems, and created

landscapes with a very distinct character. Examples are many of the Mediterranean

landscapes, such as themontado and dehesa, the cultura promiscuita (Pinto-Correia
and Vos 2004), chesnut-forest landscapes (Vos and Stortelder 1992), and wooded

meadows (Emanuelsson 2009). In general, this kind of multifunctionality is often

considered being positive (Vos and Meekes 1999) and the knowledge of managing

these landscapes belongs to our heritage (Austad 2000). Nevertheless, many of

these traditional landscapes have been threatened by modern developments and are

rapidly vanishing and so is the knowledge that maintained them (Pinto-Correia

1993; Vos and Stortelder 1992; Vos 1993).

Hence, the concepts ‘multifunctionality’ and ‘mulifunctional landscapes’ as

such gained a renewed attention around the beginning of the new millennium, as

demonstrated by the international conference on the matter held in 2000 in

Roskilde, Denmark (Brandt and Vejre 2004). Multifunctional landscapes can be

seen as one of many strategies towards a sustainable development at the landscape

level (Brandt and Vejre 2004; Haines-Young and Potschin 2004). Different types of

multifunctionality can be recognised based on spatial and temporal criteria (Brandt

and Vejre 2004) and scale (Antrop 2004) (see also Chap. 12).

5.11 Reading a Palimpsest

The landscape has been compared to a palimpsest, a manuscript on expensive

parchment that has been scraped off several times so that it can be re-used. It refers

to successive time layers in the development of the landscape, where older ones are

only vaguely and partially visible compared to the present ones. Understanding the

landscape is like reading such an ancient manuscript, written in fonts and a

language different from the one we use today. Deciphering the manuscript demands
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careful and systematic reading and the method consists of reading different layers in

succession. There are four main layers in reading the landscape:

• a scene offering an experience.

• a natural, physical system that forms the substrate of the land

• a cultural system with places and territories and land use

• a history that remains in successive, incomplete layers

The first layer is the scenery, which can ‘read’ as a work of art, as a painting,

although it is more like experiencing a theatre play. Perceiving and experiencing the

landscape will be discussed in Chap. 6.

Following layers demand a more systematic, ‘scientific’ reading.
The natural, physical system the substrate that gave opportunities and restric-

tions to humans to live on the land and shape it into a landscape. It carries the

cultural layer. Both will be discussed in detail in Chap. 9.

All these layers are essentially dynamic and transform in different ways, speed

and scale influenced by a series of equally dynamic driving forces. Successive time

layers make the palimpsest of the unique history of each landscape unit. This will be

treated in Chap. 7.
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